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To explore whether more refined clusters could be revealed from the Sub-PS-HA region, we pooled 148 all cells (n = 8648) from OC23-38 and OC39-44, and performed hierarchical re-clustering (re-cluster, 149 RC; Figures 1C; S2A ). This resulted in 25 clusters in the Sub-PS-HA region, 3 clusters in adjoining 150 CA1 and one cluster in the deep L6 of PrS (Figures 1C-D; 2A-T; S1B-N). Note that L6b cells (OC48-151 50) and L6 cells from the medial and lateral EC (OC45 and OC46) and PrS-PoS (OC47, superficial L6) 152
were not included in this re-clustering. Compared with the original clustering, re-clustering revealed a 153 few more clusters/cell types in PSpy and HApy but not in Spy and adjoining CA1py (Table S1 ). 154 Interestingly, in both clustering, PSpy is closer (more similar) to CA1py and HApy than to Spy by gene 155 expression distance ( Figure 1B, C) . In addition to dendrogram, we also performed tSNE-based 156 nonlinear dimensionality reduction for visualization of these 29 clusters from re-clustering (see Figure  157 S2B). Generally, six major subclasses can be identified in the Sub-PS-HA region ( Figure 1C and Table  158 S1), corresponding to Spy (RC1-3), deep PSpy (RC6-8), superficial PSpy (RC10-14), HApy (RC17-159 19), most superficial PSpy (RC20-23), Spo and PSpo (RC24-26), and L6 of the Sub and HA (RC28-160 29). Cells from two small clusters (RC4, RC5) lie in the superficial pyramidal layer at the border 161 between ventral Sub and PS. Therefore, taking away adjoining CA1 (RC9, RC15, RC16) and PrSd (i.e. 162
PoS; RC27) and adding L6b of Sub and PS from original clustering (OC48, OC49), a total of 27 163 clusters or cell types were revealed in the Sub-PS-HA region. These cell types were partially covered in 164 the overall "subiculum" region sampled in Cembrowski et al. (2018b) . The latter study revealed 8 165 clusters (with an additional one in CA1) which mainly represent coarse subclasses probably due to a 166 smaller sample size used (n = 1150 cells) (for comparison of the clusters, see Table S1 and Figure  167 S2A). 168 169
Anatomical mapping of transcriptomic clusters 170 171
To facilitate accurate targeting and manipulation of specific cell types, we tried to correlate 172 transcriptomic clusters with anatomical locations. For this we performed a survey of Allen Brain Atlas 173 (ABA, Lein et al, 2007) in situ hybridization (ISH) dataset using distinct gene markers revealed at 174 different branch levels (Figures 1D, S1B; Table S1 ). As shown in Figures 1-3 , Nts, Fn1, Rxfp1, 175
Adcyap1, Gpr101 and Bcl6 are expressed in most neurons located in anatomically defined Spy region, 176 while genes such as Ntng2 and Syt17 are expressed in most neurons located in PSpy. Newly defined 177 HA (Allen Mouse Brain CCFv3) also displays region-specific or region-enriched expression of genes 178 such as Col23a1, Rab3b, Id4, Abca8a, Gpc3, Unc5d, Lpl and Car10 (e.g. Figure S1C -F). HA was 179 previously treated as ventral Sub or ventral CA1 in rodent (Bienkowski et al., 2018; Paxinos and 180 Franklin, 2012) but has recently been found to be the homolog of monkey and human HA (Allen 181 Mouse Brain CCFv3; Ding and van Hoesen, 2015; Rosene and Van Hoesen, 1987) . HA is characterized 182 by densely packed and modified pyramidal neurons in its superficial layer (HApy) and less densely 183 packed small neurons in its deep layers (HAL6; Figure S1C -F). The polymorphic layers of Sub and PS 184 (Spo and PSpo, respectively) show region-specific expression of Ly6g6e, Cntn6, Pamr1, Cbln2 and 185 St3gal1 ( Figures 1D; 2M , N, Q) while the deeper layer (layer 6) of Sub and HA expresses another set 186 of region-specific genes such as Sema3e, Thsd7b and Nppc (Figure 3S , T; PS appears to lack this layer 187 or has only scattered cells). Finally, a layer of cells lined at the gray-white matter border (layer 6b) of 188 PrSd (i.e. PoS) and Sub were also revealed in this study (Figure S1G ). 189 190 Three clusters (RC1-C3) could be further identified in the Spy. RC1 and RC2 correspond to distal 191
Spy (away from PS) while RC3 to proximal Spy (close to PS). The gene markers for RC1 cells include 192
Cntn6, Dio3, Npsr1, Angpt1, St8sia2 and Pdzrn4 while those for RC2 include Igfbp4, Cyp26b1, Scn4b 193 and Whrn (e.g. Figures 1D; S1H, I; Table S1 ). Representative marker genes in RC3 include Sntg2, 194 S100b, Col6a1, Alk and Glra3 (Figures 1D; S1J ). RC4 is a small cluster with cells located in the 195 superficial pyramidal layer of the ventral Sub bordering PS and expresses genes Teddm3, Luzp2, 196 Galnt14, Fam19a1 and C1ql2 ( Figure S1K ; Table S1 ). Another small cluster, RC5 has its cells in the 197 superficial S-PSpy border region and expresses marker genes Eps8, Dcc, Gpr101, Cyp26b1, Whrn, Alk, 198 Gpc5 and Glra3 (e.g. Figure S1L -N; Table S1 ). 199 200 In contrast to Spy, PSpy contains many subtypes (12 clusters), representing highly heterogenous cell 201 types which often show laminar organization (Table S1; Figures 2; S3). RC6-8 and RC10-14 represent  202 deep (PSpy-de) and superficial PSpy (PSpy-su2), respectively, while RC20-23 were mapped to the 203 most superficial PSpy (PSpy-su1; Figures 2G-L; S3). Cbln4 and Nos1 are the representative gene 204 markers for PSpy-su1 (RC20-23; see Figure S3B -F), which is generally located superficial to PSpy-su2 205 (RC10-14). The latter expresses another set of genes such as Dlk1 and Col25a1 ( Figure S3G -K, S-U). 206
This is consistent with the non-overlapping expression of Cbln4 and Dlk1 reported in a recent study 207 . However, some genes (e.g. Tgfb2 and Satb2) are expressed in both groups 208 (e.g. Figure S3A , L-P). Moreover, gene expression difference along DV axis is detected in the PSpy-de 209 group (RC6-8). For example, S100b and Slc17a6 tend to be expressed strongly in dorsal portion (RC8; 210 Figures 1D; 2G; 2S) while Syt10 and Mgp tend to be expressed strongly in the ventral portion of PSpy-211 de (RC6-7; Figure S3A ). In PSpy-su1 (RC20-23) and PSpy-su2 (RC10-14) subclasses, differential 212 gene expression along DV axis is also found (see Table S1 ). 213 214
Genes selectively or predominantly expressed in PSpo (RC24; e.g. Cacng5, Htr2c, Trhr and Gdpd2) 215
or Spo (RC25-26; e.g. Plcb4, Pirt, Abi3bp and Pdzrn4) were also observed, although more genes were 216 expressed in both PSpo and Spo (Figures 1D, 2M-S). The latter genes include Pamr1, Cbln2, Ly6g6e, 217
Chrm2, Tle4, Kcnmb4, St3gal1, Trp53i11 and Drd1a (e.g. Figure 2M , N, Q). Finally, genes expressed 218 in L6 (RC 28-29) and L6b (OC48-49) of Sub, PS and HA were often seen to extend to adjoining PrS 219 (RC27, OC50) and EC. L6 cells express genes such as Sema3e, Thsd7b, Car10 and Nppc, and HA has 220 the thickest L6 which selectively or predominantly expresses genes Sema3d, Foxp2, Thsd7b and Car10 221 (e.g. Figures 1D; 2T ; S1F). L6b is just a single cell layer at the gray-white matter border expressing 222
Nxph4, Cplx3 and Ctgf (e.g. Figure S1G ). 223 224
Precise borders, topography and extent of Sub and PS 225 226
The borders of Sub, PS, HA and adjoining CA1 were not consistently defined previously in 227 literature and commonly used brain atlases (e.g. Bienkowski et al., 2018; Cembrowski et al., 2018b; 228 Paxinos and Franklin, 2012). Since we identified reliable and differential markers for these regions at 229 transcriptional level, we next delineated precise boundaries between these regions along their DV axis 230 with a combined use of the identified selective gene markers in sequential coronal ( Figure 3 ) and 231 sagittal ( Figure S4 ) sections. For convenient description, Sub, PS and CA1 are roughly subdivided into 232 dorsal (d) and ventral (v) parts since no clear markers are available for the DV borders. In coronal 233 sections, the DV border between Sub and PS was placed at the dorsal edge of the most caudal PS (for 234
Sd and Sv, see Figure 3K ) or at the dorsal edge of the most caudal CA1 (for PSd and PSv, see Figure  235 3H). The locations of Sd, PSd, CA1d, Sv, PSv and CA1v as well as their topography were shown on 236 sequential coronal sections stained for Nts ( Figure 3A increases. Based on the present delineation it is surprising to find that the previously defined Sv in fact 245 belongs to PSv (see the region marked with ** in Figure 3I , J, N, and O), because this region expresses 246 many typical PS (e. The real Sv only appears at the most caudal levels of the coronal sections ( Figure 3K -M, P-R). Finally, 249
it is also worth mentioning that the borders between Sub and PS and between PS and CA1 are oblique 250 with variable orientation at different levels ( Figure 3A -M), making it very difficult to restrict neuronal 251 tracer or drug injections in only one region. All these findings were confirmed in sequential sagittal 252 sections stained for Calb1 ISH (marker gene for PS, Figure S4A -H) and Bcl6 ISH (marker gene for 253
Sub, Figure S4I -O). Finally, it is interesting to find that PSv and Sv occupy the superficial and deep 254 pyramidal layers, respectively, at level H (Calb1) or level P (Fn1, another marker for Sub, Figure S4P ) 255 of the sagittal sections. 256 257
Distinct brain-wide projection patterns of the Sub and PS 258 259
To determine whether the Sub and PS have overall similar, distinct or mixed projection patterns, 260
we compared brain-wide projection targets of Sub and PS by separating Sub-and PS-injected cases. 261
Since most of previous connectional studies used wild-type animals and traditional neuronal tracers, we 262
have mostly made use of Cre-driver mice (Table S2 ) in this study to avoid potential fibers of passage 263 issue and to make evaluation of injections and interpretation of results easier. As expected, it is 264 extremely difficult to restrict anterograde tracer injections (rAAV, see Methods) in Sub or PS of wild-265 type mice without leakage into adjoining PS or Sub. Among many cases with injections involving Sub 266 of wild-type mice, we identified only 4 cases with injection sites mainly in the Sub (but not in PS) 267 (Table S2 ). However, in Cre-driver mice, selectively targeting Sub is much easier. For example, in 268
Trib2-F2A-CreERT2 and Grik4-Cre mice, where the gene driving Cre is expressed only in Sub but not 269 PS (e.g. Figure 2B ), the effective injection site would only be in Sub even if the injection covers both 270 sub and adjoining PS because Cre-dependent GFP expression is only present in Cre-expressing 271 neurons. In this study, we identified 16 Cre-mice with effective injection sites in Sub but not PS. The 272 overall distribution of labeled axon terminals in the target regions of Sub injections is shown in Table  273 S2. Briefly, Sd injections resulted in strong axon terminal labeling in RSg, PaS, PrS, Pro, MEC, MM, 274
AV, AM and Re with weaker labeling in LS (e.g. Figures 4A, S5A1-I1; Table S2 ; for regional 275 terminology and abbreviations see Table S3 ). In Sv-injected cases, labeled axon terminals were clearly 276 found in the same target regions as in Sd cases (but at differential DV locations except in Re): RSg, 277
PaS Table S2 ). 281
Taken together, the main targets of Sub include RSg, PaS, PrS, Pro, MEC, AV, AM, MM and Re (target 282 set A). 283 284
A total of 12 PS-injected cases were selected and analyzed in this study. The injection sites in these 285 cases were localized in PSd and PSv (but not in Sub) with or without involvement in other adjoining 286 regions (Table S2 ). In 3 PSd cases, labeled axon terminals was clearly seen in IL, LEC, VS, LS, AON, 287 and amygdala ( Figure 4E ) with few in PRC, Re and hypothalamus. In 9 PSv cases, strongly labeled 288 axon terminals were observed in IL-PL, LEC, VS, LS, AON, amygdala, PRC, BST, PaT, PT, Re and 289 hypothalamic nuclei (Table S2 ; Figures 4F-H, L, M; 6) with much less labeling in MEC and MM. In 290
Re, the labeled terminals were concentrated in ventromedial portion ( Figure 6K ). In Drd3-Cre_KI196, 291
Vipr2-Cre_KE2 and wild-type cases, labeled axon terminals were also observed in AM but not in AV 292 ( Figure 4F , H). In one Syt17-Cre_NO14 case, strong terminal labeling was seen in AOB ( Figure 6F ) 293 although in other cases the labeling in AOB was very weak and sparse. In all 12 PS cases, no or few 294 terminal labeling was detected in the main target regions of Sub (i.e. RSg, PrS, Pro and AV ). Overall, 295
the main targets of PS include IL, LEC, VS, LS, AON, PRC, BST, PaT, PT, Re, amygdala, and 296 hypothalamic nuclei (target set B; Tables S2 and S4 ). 297 298
Cell type-specific projections of Sub and PS 299 300
As demonstrated above, both Sub and PS have at least two major excitatory neuronal subclasses 301 located in pyramidal and polymorphic cell layers, respectively. Here we explore if these two cell 302
subclasses have different projection patterns. We first examined the Cre-mice with Sub injections and 303 divided them into two groups: one with effective injections in both Spy and Spo and another only in 304
Spy (Table S2 ). In the former group (e.g. Trib2 (target set A1) as well as in AV, AM and Re (target set A2). In the latter group, however, the labeled 307 axon terminals were only seen in target set A1 (e.g. Grik4-Cre line, Figure 4B ), indicating that target 308 set A2 is mainly innervated by Spo rather than Spy. Consistently, in cases with injections mostly 309 restricted in Spo, labeled axon terminals were mostly observed in target set A2 (e.g. Plxnd1-Cre_OG1 310
and Drd1a-Cre_EY262 lines; Figure S6R , S; Table S2 ). Interestingly, the most distal portion of Spo 311 (close to PrS) appears to project to AV but not AM, indicating that AM is mainly innervated by more 312 proximal part of Spo. In fact, when an injection was restricted in the most distal portion of Spo in Sd of 313 a Slc17a7-IRES-Cre mouse, labeled axon terminals were only seen in AV and not in AM ( Figure S6Y ). 314
These are coincidental with our transcriptomic finding that Spo contains two clusters (RC25-26), which 315 might innervate AV and AM, respectively. By comparing terminal labeling in Re of Trib2-2A-CreERT2 316
and Slc17a7-IRES-Cre mice, it is obvious to find that Re receives inputs from Slc17a7-Cre but not 317
Trib2-Cre neurons. The Re inputs appear to derive mainly from Spo with less from Spy since strong 318
terminal labeling was observed in Re of Grm2-Cre_MR90 mouse, in which Grm2 is predominantly 319 expressed in Spo ( Figure S6E , T). Consistently, much weaker terminal labeling was observed in Re of 320
Grik4-Cre and Scnn1a-Tg3-Cre mice, in which Scnn1a is predominantly expressed in Spy with less in 321
Spo (e.g. Figure S6F , U). 322 323 We also found that PSpy and PSpo have different projections patterns. Only injections contained in 324
PSpo resulted in terminal labeling in the thalamic nuclei AM and Re although PSpy projects to a wide 325 range of brain regions (see above section). For example, no labeled axon terminals were found in AM 326
and Re in Syt17-Cre_NO14, Ntng2-IRES2-Cre, Calb1-T2A-dgCre and Ppp1r17-Cre_NL146 mice (e.g. 327 Figure 4E , G, L), in which the gene driving Cre is not expressed in PSpo ( Figures 1D; 2S ). On the other 328 hand, clear projections to AM and Re were observed in Drd3-Cre_KI186 and Vipr2-Cre_KE2 mice 329 ( Figure 4F , H), in which the gene driving Cre is expressed in PSpo ( Figure S6G , H). Another interesting 330
finding was that PS (both PSpy and PSpo) did not project to AV, which instead received strong inputs 331 from Spo. It is also worth mentioning that axon projections to PaT-PT were detected in Syt17-332
Cre_NO14, Ntng2-IRES2-Cre, Calb1-T2A-dgCre (PSpo negative; Figure 4G , L) but not in Slc17a6-333 IRES-Cre (PSpo positive; Figure S6X ) mice, indicating that these projections likely originate from 334
PSpy with no or few projections from PSpo. 335 336 We used Slc17a6-IRES-Cre (expression in PSpy-de), Calb1-T2A-dgCre (expression mainly in 337
PSpy-su) and Ntng2-IRES2-Cre lines to compare the projection patterns of these cell types in PSpy. In 338
Slc17a6-IRES-Cre mice with injections involving both Sub and PS, heavy projections to LS, VS and 339 anterior hypothalamic region were detected ( Figure S6X ), in addition to the projections to major Sub 340 targets (i.e. target set A: RSg, PrS, PaS, Pro, MEC, AV, AM, Re and MM). These results indicate that 341
PSpy-de gives rise to strong projections to LS, VS and anterior hypothalamus since injections restricted 342
in Spy of Slc17a6-IRES-Cre mice resulted in no or few terminal labeling in those three targets (Figure 343 S6V, W). Interestingly, in all Slc17a6-IRES-Cre mice with injections contained in PSpy-de, no or few 344
terminal labeling was observed in the amygdala ( Fig. S7A-C ). This indicates that PSpy-de neurons 345 expressing Slc17a6 do not project to amygdala. In contrast, in Calb1-T2A-dgCre mice, heavy 346 projections to LS, VS and amygdaloid nuclei (mainly BL) were observed with no or few labeling in 347 hypothalamus (Fig. S7D-F; Table S2 ), suggesting some PSpy projections to amygdala originate from 348
Calb1 expressing neurons in PSpy-su. In Ntng2-IRES2-Cre mice, where the gene driving Cre is 349 expressed in both PSpy-su and PSpy-de, dense axon terminals were found in all PS target regions (i.e., 350 target set B) including BL, BM and many other amygdaloid nuclei ( Fig. S7G -I; Table S2 ). This 351
suggests that Ntng2 expressing neurons in PSpy-de project to BM while those in PSpy-su project to 352 BL. terminals were distributed in the regions between those derived from the most dorsal and most ventral 368 parts of Sub ( Figure S8D0-D4 ). In brief, Sub displays topographic rather than differential projections to 369 their major targets along DV axis (i.e. target set A; In addition to differential DV projections, topographic projections were also observed from PS to 385 some target regions such as AM, IL, LS, VS, and BL of the amygdala. Specifically, PSd projects to 386 caudolateral AM ( Figure Given that PS is next to CA1, we next examined the efferent projections of CA1 compared to those 393 of PS and Sub. CA1d projects strongly to Sd, MEC and dorsal LS, lightly to PSd but not to LEC, VS 394 and the amygdala ( Figure 4I ). However, CA1v projects strongly to Sv, PSv, MEC and ventral LS with 395 weak projections to IL, PRC and caudal hypothalamus as well as to LEC, IL, AON, VS and the 396 amygdala ( Figure 4J , K; all are also the targets of PSv). In cases with injections also including 397
adjoining PSv (e.g. Figure 4L ), heavy terminal labeling was observed in IL, AON, VS, LS, LEC, and 398 the amygdala with moderate labeling in BST, PRC, PT and caudal hypothalamus. In all cases, no 399 labeling was found in target regions of Sub such as RSg, Pro, PrS, PaS, MM, and AV. Therefore, CA1v 400 displays a similar projection pattern but with much less density and intensity when compared to PSv 401 ( Figure 4I -L; Table S2 ). In addition, CA1v projections to the amygdala mainly target BL with few to 402 other amygdaloid nuclei. 403 404
As shown in Figure S4 , Sv Brain-wide differential afferent projections to Sub and PS 416 417
Since Sub and PS have differential efferent projection targets, we next examined whether Sub and 418 PS receive differential afferent inputs. Amygdala projects to PSv with no labeling in Sv ( Figure S10A in PSv with much fewer labeling in Sub ( Figure S10K, L) . In contrast to LEC injections ( Figure S10G , 423 H), ventral MEC injections resulted in heavy terminal labeling in Sv with much fewer labeling in PSv 424 (Figure S10M , N); in PSv, mostly fibers rather than terminals were observed. Interestingly, dorsal MEC 425 tends to project to Sd with no labeling in Sv ( Figure S10P ). Finally, AV of the thalamus projects to Sub 426 rather than PS and the labeled terminals are distributed in both dorsal Spo ( Figure S10O ) and ventral 427
Spo (not shown). Quantitative analysis reveals that Sub receives its inputs mainly from MEC, PrS and 428
AV, in addition to heavy CA1 inputs, while PS mainly receives its inputs from amygdala, LEC, CA3, 429
Pir and Re, in addition to heavy CA1 inputs ( Figure S10V ). 430 431 432
Discussion 433 434
The present study, for the first time, has identified 27 transcriptomic clusters/cell types in the "Sub" 435 regions which include Sub, PS and HA. Using gene markers for specific cell types in these three 436
regions we have accurately delineated the borders between them along full DV axis and found for the 437 first time that the dorsal and ventral "Sub" regions are occupied mainly by Sub and PS, respectively 438 (see Figures 7A-C and S11A-D for summary). These findings are critical to accurate and consistent 439 localization of neurons and injections as well as data interpretation. With these findings we have 440 demonstrated that both dorsal and ventral Sub project to the same target regions with topographic 441 organization. This challenges traditional concept that dorsal and ventral Sub have differential 442
projections. Furthermore, we have found the most ventral "Sub" region actually belongs to ventral PS 443 and displays strong connections with structures critical to motivation, emotion, reward, stress, anxiety 444 and fear. The distinction and DV difference in sizes of Sub and PS along DV axis also enable consistent 445 interpretation of anatomic, molecular, functional and behavioral results in the literature and in different 446 species. 447 448
In addition to these major findings, other new findings of the present study include ( Figure 7A, B) : 449
1. PS projects to claustrum/endopiriform nucleus and accessory olfactory bulb; 2. Sub but not PS 450 projects to area prostriata (Pro; see Lu et al., 2020) , which is heavily involved in spatial processing; 3. 451
Sub projects to both AV and AM while PS only to AM; 4. Sub projects to dorsolateral Re while PS to 452 ventromedial Re; 5. CA3 projects to PS but not to Sub; 6. Many projection patterns of different cell 453 types of Sub and PS using many different Cre-lines. with a sample size of 8648 cells from the same subicular regions. Based on our confusion matrix 461 analysis and the marker genes, the 9 clusters in the previous study can be mapped and partially overlap 462
with the overall 29 clusters revealed in this study (see Figure S2A and Table S1 ). In this study, 9, 14 463
and 4 clusters or cell types are found within Sub proper, PS and HA, respectively. PSpy neurons are 464 found to be highly heterogeneous. Cells in PSpy-su1 (the most superficial portion) are closer (i.e. more 465 similar at transcriptional level) to the neurons in HApy, and PSpy-su2 closer to PSpy-de. Both PSpy-466 su2 and PSpy-de (but not Spy) are closer to CA1py. Overall, at transcriptional level, PSpy is closer to 467
CA1py rather than to Spy, supporting our conclusion that Sub and PS are two distinct entities with 468 differential molecular architecture, neural circuits and functional correlation (see below for further 469 discussion). In summary, our systematic and refined cell-type identification of Sub and PS could serve 470
as the base for accurate targeting and manipulation of specific subsets of the circuits in future studies. proven to be very difficult due to the curvature of the hippocampus and the lack of reliable markers. 478
Consequently, the PS region has been treated as part of Sub in most rodent literature. However, the 479 existence of distinct rodent PS has been re-emphasized recently based on a combined analysis of 480 comparative, connectional, neurochemical and molecular data (Ding, 2013 ). In the present study, we 481
have registered unbiased transcriptional cell type classification to anatomical regions and found that the 482 general "subiculum" contains at least three distinct regions: PS, Sub proper and HA. Furthermore, the 483 borders, extent and topography of Sub, PS and HA along DV axis are consistently and reliably defined 484 based on distinct molecular markers revealed from the transcriptome. We have further uncovered that 485 the sizes (widths) of Sub and PS decrease and increase respectively along DV levels (see Figures 3, S4  486 and 7C) and that Sub and PS display generally distinct afferent and efferent projections ( Figure 7A, B) . 487 488
Based on these findings, many confusing and conflicting results in previous rodent studies can be 489 explained with the introduction of the PS concept and the precise and reliable demarcation of its 490 borders. For example, we found that the region previously labeled as ventral Sub in most rodent 491 literature in fact is the ventral PS because it expresses transcriptionally identified marker genes for PS 492 rather than those for Sub (see Figures 3 and S4; Table S1 ). Consistent with this conclusion, this region, 493 although called "ventral Sub", was found to project to IL, VS, AON, BST, PRC and many amygdaloid 494
and conclude here that it is PS rather than Sub predominantly projecting to the structures critical for 501 motivation, emotion, reward, stress, anxiety and fear. 502 503
Many previous studies in rodent divided the "Sub" (mainly the dorsal "Sub") into distal and 504 proximal "Sub" instead of Sub and PS (see Figure S11 for summary, and Aggleton, 2012; Aggleton and 505
Christiansen, 2015; Witter, 2006 for reviews). The distal and proximal "Sub" were originally used to 506 describe the locations of injection sites and labeled neurons in the dorsal "Sub" (e.g. Naber and Witter, Figure S11 ). In 515 fact, as shown in Figure S11 , the distal and proximal "Sub" express Sub and PS genes such as Nts and 516
Ntng2, respectively, in the dorsal part. In the ventral part, however, both distal (away from CA1) and 517 proximal (close to CA1) regions express PS genes (e.g. Ntng2 and S100a10). At more caudal levels, it 518
is even harder to demarcate distal and proximal "Sub" (see Figure S11 ). Therefore, the concept of distal 519 and proximal "Sub" cannot be clearly applied to the ventral subicular regions. Here, using distinct 520 markers consistently defined for Sub and PS cell types from our transcriptomic taxonomy, we have 521 revealed that the ventral "Sub" region actually belongs to ventral PS (Figures 3, 7C , S4, S11) rather 522 than ventral Sub. 523 524
Untangling of the wiring circuits of Sub and PS 525 526
Guided with reliable boundaries of Sub and PS along the DV axis (Figures 3, S4 Figure 7A, B) . Thus, Sub and PS basically 532 project to distinct sets of brain regions with only a few exceptions. Three possible exceptions are in LS, 533
AM and MM where both Sub and PS projections may converge. This is in contrast to previous studies 534
showing mixed (not distinct) projection patterns of the "Sub". The reasons for the previous mixed 535 projection patterns may be four fold. The first is due to the mixing of two different entities (PS and 536 Sub) into one "Sub". The second is due to the oblique border between the two entities and the small 537 size of each. It is thus very difficult to restrict tracer injections into one entity without leaking into the 538 other in conventional tracing experiments. Third, anterograde tracer injections targeting the most 539 caudal Sub could leak into adjoining MEC. As reported in this study, MEC also has strong projections 540 to amygdala, and thus could be interpreted as originating from Sub. Fourth, Sub injections in wild-type 541 mice could reach underlying white matter where axon fibers of passage from PS could take up the 542 tracers and result in some labeling in PS target regions. Cre-dependent viral tracing used in this study 543 could increase the accuracy of tracer injections (e.g. Figure S6 ). 544 545
The finding of distinct projection patterns of Sub and PS is consistent with previous retrograde 546 tracing results from the dorsal distal and proximal 'Sub". For example, when retrograde tracers were 547 injected in IL, VS, BST, amygdala and PRC, labeled neurons were found only in the proximal "Sub" 548 region corresponding to PS in this study (Christie et al, 1987 confusion results from previous studies. Consistently, afferent projections to Sub and PS were found to 557 originate generally from differential brain regions. As summarized in Figure 7A Taken together, the Sub and PS defined in this study apply well to both dorsal and ventral "Sub" 563 regions and display distinct wiring circuits with PS having more widespread inputs and outputs than 564
Sub. The Sub connects with regions heavily involved in the procession of spatial information and 565 navigation. In contrast, PS connects with limited cortical regions but many subcortical regions that 566
have strong association with motivation, reward, emotion, fear and stress. 567 568
Topographic revealed with the molecular markers in the present study. Thus, the topographic projections from Sub 577 to its main target regions such as RSg, MEC, and PrS could also be used to confirm the most dorsal and 578 the most ventral limits of Sub, as shown in Figure S4 . Another important finding is the absence of DV 579 difference of Sub projections because Sub at all DV levels have dense projections to RSg, MM, MEC, 580
PrS, PaS and AV-AM. 581 582
In previous studies, however, connectional difference of the "Sub" region and CA1 along DV axis 583 was frequently reported (see Strange et al., 2014) . In this study, we found this DV difference exists for 584 PS and CA1 projections but not for Sub projections. The main reason for this discrepancy is that many 585 previous studies did not recognize PS but treated it as part of the "Sub" (Canteras and Swanson, 1992; 586 Cullinan et al, 1993; Swanson and Cowan, 1977) and/or did not use reliable markers to distinguish Sub 587 from PS. Using reliable molecular markers in this study we found that PS and adjoining CA1 have 588 obvious differential DV projections. This difference includes (1) ventral PS has dense while dorsal PS 589 has no or few projections to AON, BST and hypothalamus;
(2) ventral PS has much stronger 590 projections to VS, LS, and amygdala than dorsal PS does. Interestingly, PS projections to VS, IL, LS, 591
and BL of the amygdala show rough topographic organization. 592 593
Another important finding of the present study is that Sub and PS dominates the dorsal and ventral 594 "subicular" region, respectively, along DV axis (see Figures 3, S4 and 7C) . In fact, we found the most 595 dorsal region lacks PS ( Figures 3A, S4A, B) while the most ventral region lacks Sub ( Figures 3H-J, N,  596 O; S4F, G, N, O), and the size and extent of Sub and PS display opposite DV gradients ( Figure 7C ). 597
This finding indicates that dorsal "subicular" lesion mainly damages Sub while ventral "subicular" 598 lesion mainly damages PS. This result explains well the previous lesion and behavioral findings that 599 dorsal lesion mainly displayed impaired spatial processing and navigation while ventral lesion mainly 600
showed Wassum and Izquierto, 2015) . In this study we recognize that this ventral "Sub" 622 actually belongs to ventral PS in terms of its gene expression and connectivity patterns. Recently, the 623 "CA1v" region, corresponding to PSv and adjoining CA1v of the present study, has been found to 624 contain a lot of "anxiety" cells which mainly project to hypothalamus and drive anxiety-related 625 avoidance behavior and aversion (Jimenez et al, 2018) . This same region also contains another set of 626 cells that project to amygdala and mainly modulate contextual fear memory encoding and retrieval 627 (Jimenez et al, 2018) . One striking finding of this study is that PS contains at least 14 clusters (cell 628 types). We hypothesize that different cell types might innervate a subset of target regions of PS and 629 thus modulate a specific subset of neurons responsible for different function in fear, anxiety, reward, 630 motivation, stress and addiction. For example, Slc17a6 expressing neurons in PSpy-de do not appear to 631 innervate amygdala while Calb1 expressing neurons in PSpy-su do (Fig. S7) . Therefore, Calb1-Cre 632 mice could be used to specify the function of the PS projections to amygdala in future studies. 633 634
In summary, as demonstrated in this study, Sub and PS are two distinct regions with differential 635 transcriptome, molecular signature, connectivity and functional correlation along the entire DV axis. 636
The benefits of introducing/rescuing the term PS for rodent brain include at least the following aspects: 637 instructions for cell capture, barcoding, reverse transcription, cDNA amplification, and library 706 construction. Average sequencing depth was ~59k reads per cell across 9 libraries. 707 708
Sequencing data processing and quality control 709
For the SMART-Seq V4 dataset, fifty-base-pair paired-end reads were aligned to GRCm38 (mm10) 710 using a RefSeq annotation gff file retrieved from NCBI on 18 January 2016 711 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/anno-tation_euk/all/). Sequence alignment was performed 712 using STAR v2.5.3 with twopassMode. PCR duplicates were masked and removed using STAR option 713 'bamRemoveDuplicates'. Only uniquely aligned reads were used for gene quantification. Gene read 714 counts were quantified using the summarizeOverlaps function from R GenomicAlignments package 715 using both intronic and exonic reads, and QC was performed as described in (Tasic 2018) . The 10X 716 dataset was processed using cellranger v3.0.0 pipeline. Doublet detection was performed using 717 scrattch.hicat doubletFinder function, adapted from the original doubletFinder package v1.0 718 (https://github.com/chris-mcginnis-ucsf/DoubletFinder) for better efficiency and performance. 10X 719 doublet cells were defined as cells with doublet score greater than 0.3, and removed before clustering. 720
We determined 10X cell class based canonical markers into neurons and non-neuronal cells. For 721 neuronal cells, we selected cells with at last 2000 detected genes, and for non-neuronal cells, we 722 selected cells with at least 1000 detected genes. 723 724
Clustering 725
Clustering for both SMART-Seq and 10X datasets were performed using house developed R package 726 scrattch.hicat (available via github https://github.com/AllenInstitute/scrattch.hicat). In addition to 727 classical single-cell clustering processing steps provided by other tools such as Seurat, this package 728 features automatically iterative clustering by making finer and finer splits while ensuring all pairs of 729 clusters, even at the finest level, are separable by fairly stringent differential gene expression criteria. 730
The package also performs consensus clustering by repeating iterative clustering step on 80% 731 subsampled set of cells 100 times, and derive the final clustering result based on cell-to-cell co-732 clustering probability matrix. This feature enable us to both fine tune clustering boundaries and to 733 assess clustering uncertainty. For differential gene expression criteria between clusters, q1.th = 0.4, 734 q.diff.th=0.7, de.score.th=150, min.cells=20 is used for 10X cells, and q1.th = 0.5, q.diff.th=0.7, 735 de.score.th=150, min.cells=4 is used for SMART-Seq cells. Clusters for each dataset were inspected 736 manually, and based on marker genes, clusters that believed to be outside of subicular complex were 737 eliminated from downstream analysis. 738 739
Consensus clustering between 10X and SMART-Seq 740
To provide one consensus subicular cell type taxonomy based on both 10X and SMART-Seq datasets, 741
we developed a novel integrative clustering analysis across multiple data modalities, now available via 742 unify function of scrattch.hicat package. Unlike Seurat CCA approach (Butler et al., 2018) and scVI 743 (Lopez et al., 2018) , which aim to find aligned common reduced dimensions across multiple datasets, 744 this method directly builds a common adjacency graph using all cells from all datasets, then applies 745 standard Louvain community detection approach for clustering. To build the common graph, we first 746 chose a subset of reference datasets from all available datasets, which either provides stronger gene 747 detection and/or more comprehensive cell type coverage. between each target cell gene expression and the cluster median gene expression of the reference 814 dataset. A random selection of 80% of selected genes were used; (f) best mapped cell type was 815 assigned: reference cell type which has the highest correlation with the target cell was assigned as 816 the best mapped cell type for that cell; (g) step e and f were repeated 100 times: each time 80% of 817 selected genes were used at random; (h) a probability matrix was built: using the result of step g, a 818
probability matrix was built which shows what is the probability of a target cell to be mapped to 819 each of the reference cell types; (i) cell type was assigned: for each target cell, the cell type which 820 has the highest mapped probability was assigned as the corresponding cell type. 821 822
In situ hybridization (ISH) and anatomical mapping of the clusters 823 ISH data used for anatomical registration and spatial validation of the transcriptional clusters are 824 from Allen Mouse Brain Atlas (Lein et al, 2007) , which is publicly available at www.brain-map.org. 825
Detailed description can be found at Allen Mouse Brain Atlas documentation page (http://help.brain-826 map.org/display/mousebrain/Documentation). Generally, 20-50 marker genes for each cluster were 827 selected from transcriptome and their expression in Sub, PS and adjoining regions was examined and 828 validated with Allen Mouse Brain Atlas ISH dataset. Afterwards, representative ISH images for the 829 locations of specific clusters were downloaded and displayed as shown in Figures 2, S1 and S3 and 830 Table S1 . 831 832
Selection of gene markers for Sub and PS 833
Since the "subicular" region distributes along a long DV axis, we chose the well-characterized 834 dorsal portion for gene differentiation between Sub and PS. Based on unbiased transcriptomic 835 clustering, we chose strongly and selectively expressed genes as marker genes for Sub and PS, 836
respectively. For example, Ntng2 and Calb1 are strongly expressed in the region close to CA1 (i. Consistently, the genes expressed strongly and selectively in the region close to PrS but not in the 841 region close to CA1 (e.g. Nts and Bcl6) were treated as Sub markers (see Figures 3, S4 ). These selected 842 gene markers were then applied to the whole "subicular" region along DV axis to obtain consistent and 843 reliable boundaries of Sub and PS, which is critical for evaluation of tracer injections. 844 845
Mice used for tracing studies 846
Wild type (C57BL/6J; n=20) and Cre driver transgenic mice (n=72) at postnatal day (P) 56 ± 3 were 847 used in tracing study. The Cre lines mainly includes Cux2-IRES-Cre (n=8), Calb1-T2A-dgCre (n=3), 848
Dlg3-Cre_KG118 (n=1), Drd1a-Cre_EY262 (n=1), Drd3-Cre_KI196 (n=3), Etv1-CreERT2 (n=3), 849
Grik4-Cre (n=8), Grm2-Cre_MR90 (n=1), Gpr26-Cre_KO250 (n=4), Grp-Cre-KH288 (n=3), Ntng2-850 IRES2-Cre (n=3), Otof-Cre (n=3), Pcdh9-Cre_NP276 (n=2), Plxnd1-Cre_OG1 (n=2), Ppp1r17-851
Cre_NL146 (n=5), Rorb-IRES2-Cre (n=2), Scnn1a-Tg3-Cre (n=3), Slc17a6-IRES-Cre (n=5), Slc17a7-852 IRES2-Cre (n=2), Syt17-Cre_NO14 (n=6), Trib2-2A-CreERT2 (n=1) and Vipr2-Cre_KE2 (n=3). These 853 lines were generated at the Allen Institute or imported from external sources (see Harris et al, 2014) 854 and examples of Cre expression in Sub, PS and adjoining regions from these lines were shown in 855 Figure S6 and Table S2 . 856 857
Animal surgery and tracer injection 858
The methods for animal surgery and tracer injection were reported previously (Oh et al., 2014) and 859
can be found at the Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas documentation page (http://help.brain-860 map.org//display/mouseconnectivity/Documentation). Briefly, both wild type and Cre mice were 861 anesthetized with 5% isoflurane and mounted onto a stereotaxic frame (model 1900; Kopf, Tujunga, 862 CA) prior to surgery. During surgery, anesthesia was maintained at 1.8-2% isoflurane. For subicular 863 and prosubicular injections along the D-V axis, a glass pipette (inner tip diameter 10-20 µm) loaded 864
with AAV was lowered to the desired depth based on the atlas of Paxinos and Franklin (2012) . For 865 wild-type mice, a pan-neuronal AAV vector expressing EGFP under the human synapsin I promoter 866
(AAV2/1.pSynI.EGFP.WPRE.bGH) was injected in target regions, while in Cre driver mice a Cre-867 dependent AAV (AAV2/1.pCAG.FLEX.EGFP.WPRE.bGH) was injected. The AAV (serotype 1, 868 produced by UPenn viral core; titer > 10 12 GC/ml) was delivered by iontophoresis (current 3 µA and 7 869 seconds on/7 seconds off duty cycle) for 5 minutes. After tracer injections, the skin incision was 870 sutured and the mice were returned to their cages for recovery. 871
